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Falke 80 Serial 50 In USA (via Egypt)
February 11 2013 at 1:58 AM

Scott  (Login NDVermin)

Hi Folks, 
 

I just came across your forum and am completely new to Falke Air Guns. My Dad acquired a Falke 80 in Egypt when his dad gave it to him as his first gun at 12 years old (mid 1950s). Today he passed it on to me after recently retrieving it from Egypt. It
seems to be a very good shape outside of a missing screw (which I will get replaced). 

As I was researching this gun, I came across your excellent website, and noticing that you are keeping track of the serial numbers, I thought I would let you know about mine. I'm not sure of the Caliber, but I think it's .177. 
 

Thanks and I look forward to learning about more of these fine firearms. They seem to have a small but loyal following 
 

Scott

 

  Respond to this message   

Author Reply

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Thanks, Scott February 11 2013, 7:30 PM 

for getting in touch. That's the third Egyptian Falke 80 to emerge on this forum and the second that has made the journey to north America that I'm aware of. Great that your dad has managed to retrieve it
for you. What an amazing present that was, for a 12-year-old. I'm not sure I would have been able to cock it at 12! 

 
Egypt has an interesting history with 1950s German air rifles. As you may know, Anschuetz produced a large batch of Hakim military trainer air rifles for the Egyptian army some time after 1954, around the
time Falke was just getting into its airgun-making stride. I wonder if this created an appetite for German airguns among civilian consumers or if the presence of at least three Falke underlevers there was
coincidental. Does your father know anything of this rifle's history before he got his hands on it? 

 
When you have an opportunity, please photograph it for us - in particular close ups of the serial numbers, which can usually (but not always) be found both on the loading tap and under the cylinder, near the
front part of the cocking lever. You can either post links to the pics in your post or email them to me (my address is visible under my name, top right of this post). 

 

Yes, Falke owners seem to become quite loyal to the brand once they have come to appreciate the quality of the guns. Generally we don't call them "firearms", though. 
 

The other Falke 80 found in Egypt and shipped westwards is this one (with exceptional 'exhibition' stock: 
 

 
 

------------------------------

The Vintage Diana Forum

The Vintage BSA Forum 
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Scott
 (Login NDVermin)

Thanks Garvin - Just sent you an email with pictures* February 15 2013, 6:14 PM 

 
  Respond to this message   

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Rifle pics now in gallery February 15 2013, 7:47 PM 

Scott, many thanks for sending them. 
 

------------------------------

The Vintage Diana Forum

The Vintage BSA Forum 
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